Newsletter No.3/2020

Dear readers,

These days, DAASI International enjoys particularly successful partnerships and exciting
projects.
In the current edition of our newsletter, you can find out how DAASI International will help
design the internet of tomorrow as an architect of the new generation Internet. You can also
learn more about our IdM project for the European Space Agency (ESA) in the new case
study and visit our digital trade fair booth at this year's it-sa - now in its new online format,
called it-sa 365.
I hope you will find this to be an interesting and informative read.

Best,
Jennifer Vosseler
Head of Marketing bei DAASI International

News

EU Project Next
Generation Internet

Successful
Graduate Thesis

Identity as a service
for the ESA

DAASI International to
become NGI architect and
will develop within the
means of the project which
is sponsored by the EUCommission, sustainable
and secure encryption and
authentication technology
for the new generation
Internet.

The employees of DAASI
International recently
supervised Gabriel
Dimitrov's Bachelor thesis
graduate thesis in
information technology. In
an interview he talks about
his experiences in working
with our developers.

Together with Gluu as well
as Deimos Space, DAASI
International has been
working on an IdaaSplatform for the European
Space Agency. Find out
more about the project and
its realisation in our recently
published case study

Go to News

Go to Interview

Go to Case Study

Events
it-sa 365 – The IT-Security-Fair Goes
Online
… which means DAASI International will be able to join after
all.
After it had been announced that big events cannot take
place as usual for the entire year of 2020, the Nuremberg
tradeshow came up with an alternate concept to the
traditional fair. Interested parties can sign up for a free
account and visit the virtual booth of DAASI International.
You will receive information regarding our offered solutions
and services and you will be able to directly contact our
experts.
Visit our Online Booth

Partner Network

Collabora
Productivity Joins
OSB Alliance:

How many midPoint
implementations are
there globally?

Puzzle ITC Wins
Large BAUF
Commission:

In a short press release
Collabora Productivity
explains why they decided
to join the OSBA and why
the work of the organisation
is so important.

Over the summer, the
midPoint developers at
Evolveum conducted a
survey to find out exactly
this information. Now, they
have the preliminary results.

he Swiss company won with
their commitment to open
source & open standards; in
a joint effort they landed the
5.7 Mio. CHF commission.
(GER)

More Information

Go to Survey

Go to News

European Commission Funding
for Open-Source Federated
Cloud Platform

Crust Integrates ownCloud into
Its Open Source Salesforce
Alternative

Our partners of Crust Technology is also
receiving financial support as part of the NGI
project to deploy their Corteza platform as a
federated cloud solution forr joint usage of
data.

The ecosystem for ownCloud's new digital
collaboration platform is growing. Crust
Technology is working on integrating
ownCloud Infinite Scales into Crust, the
open source CRM and low code platform.

View Article

View Article

Digital Humanities

Dhd 2021 Postponed

In 80 Clicks Around the World

The Dhd which was scheduled for March
2021 under the motto „Cultures of Digital
Memory,“ had to be postponed until 2022
due to the still ongoing pandemic. Read the
full statement about the postponing using
the following link: (German)

As part of a teaching project several years
ago, this interactive map was created to
illustrate the journey of the popular novel In
80 Days Around the World. Here, you can
read about the travels of the protagonist and
click along the different destinations. (GER)

Statement

Go to Project

Industry
Concerns about Use Limitations Put to Rest
The popular Kubernetes distribution K3s becomes part of
CNCF, responding to concerns about potential usage
restrictions following the SUSE acquisition of Rancher Labs.
Go to Article

Digital Sovereignty: OSBA Sets a Mark with
Name Change
Commentary by Peter Gietz, CEO DAASI International
Digital sovereignty as a goal is steadily growing in
importance: it means transparency and the prerogative of
defition of personal digital data.
Accordingly sovereign individuals, companies, and
institutions are always in control of their own data, their
actions online are determined by informed and conscious
choices.
This kind of sovereignty can only be realised if the
appropriate framework is put in place. Unfortunately, this is
not the case as of now, especially due to a few
internationally operating companies, which collect digital
data to commercially exploit them without allowing those
concerned easy control over this utilisation.
The Open Source Business Alliance takes an important
stance on this subject matter with the addendum of "Federal
Association for Digital Sovereignty" (orig.: Bundesverband
für digitale Souveränität e.V.) to their name, which was
decided on last year, and has recently been officially
registered. This addendum emphasises their ambition to to
work even harder in the future to create appropriate
framework conditions in politics, administration and
business. DAASI International is a member of the OSBA and
expressly supports this name extension.
(Text about OSBA in German only)
About the OSBA

Did you know?
Since 2000 the EU has continuously placed more impotance on open source. With the
website https://opensourceprojects.eu/ they offer a public forum for exchange about and
cooperation for open source software. Many of the solutions which have originated in this
platform are already the standard solution in public institutions.

You miss being addressed personally?
DAASI International attaches great importance to the protection of your data. In our opinion
this already begins with the principle of data minimisation. Therefore we deliberately refrain
from asking for names or other personal data in the registration form for this newsletter. This
only exception to this is your email address which is necessary in order for you to receive the
newsletter. So please do not be surprised if we do not address you personally with your
name at the beginning of the newsletter.
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